Advanced corrugated sheet structured packings are considered a natural choice for deep vacuum distillation. In many of these applications that occur at absolute pressures below 0.01 bar at the top of the column, the low density gas/vapor driven by pressure ascends through an irrigated packed bed under laminar flow conditions. This implies that the packing geometry features aiming to reduce the form drag of advanced packing may not be as effective, if at all, as experienced in common applications where turbulent flow prevails. To consider this appropriately, a theoretically founded expression for laminar flow friction factor has been incorporated into Delft model (DM). With this extension, the predicted pressure drop within laminar flow region approaches closely that estimated using well-established empirical model available in software package SULCOL. In absence of adequate experimental evidence, extended DM was validated using newest data obtained at FRI with an advanced wire gauze structured packing in total reflux experiments carried out with paraxylene/orthoxylene system at 0.02 and 0.1 bar top pressure in a column with internal diameter of 1.22 m.
Introduction
In a paper presented at AIChE Spring Meeting held in 2013 in San Antonio, TX, USA, Duss 1 has indicated a number of industrially important deep vacuum applications of structured packing with gas or vapor phase ascending under laminar flow conditions. To the most extreme operation in this respect belongs superheated steam stripping of free fatty acids (FFA) and other valuable impurities as well as some contaminants from raw edible oils (operating pressure: 0.001 -0.003 bar at the top), and subsequent separations of various fatty acids and other valuable high-boiling chemicals by multistage fractionation at top absolute pressures well below 0.01 bar 2 . Although these pressures are considered rather high in terms of vacuum technology nomenclature, in technical literature these stripping and distillation operations are generally referred to as deep vacuum applications.
Indeed, performance of corrugated sheet structured packings in conventional absorption, distillation, and stripping applications is well understood and reliable methods exists to predict their performance. However, nothing of existing knowledge is of direct use when a structured packing is considered for deep vacuum applications. An evaluation of predictive methods for pressure drop of structured packings, available in software packages of a number of packing manufacturers, reported recently by Duss 1 , has indicated that most of these purely empirical methods rely on constant values of an overall drag coefficient, usually determined from measurements conducted under turbulent gas flow conditions. As such, these tend to underpredict strongly the pressure drop when applied to laminar flow range.
An exception in this respect is the pressure drop estimation method available in Sulzer package SULPAK 1, 3 . It makes a distinction between laminar and turbulent flow regions, and accounts for observed packing-type-and size-related effects by using adequate, experimentally validated values of the characteristic drag coefficient. This is of crucial importance, because under laminar flow conditions, the internal fluid friction is the governing factor, while a gas or vapor ascending through an irrigated packed bed under turbulent flow conditions experiences a considerable amount of additional pressure loss due to various manifestations of form drag.
A more generic, insight-providing approach, is that based on Delft Model (DM) 4, 5 , which requires no packing-specific parameter to predict pressure drop of a corrugated sheet structured packing in common applications. To improve model reliability and cover appropriately the process conditions as encountered in deep vacuum, low gas or vapor density applications, a theoretically founded expression for laminar flow friction has been incorporated into DM. As shown in this study, with this extension, predictions of DM closely approach those of SUL-COL within laminar and transition flow range, indicating that pressure drop of corrugated sheet structured packings can be modelled with confidence and sufficient accuracy in a theoretically founded way.
Previous work
On predictive models side, pure empirics prevail, in spite of the fact that firm theoretical foundations for a physically sound approach to modelling the fluid dynamics and mass transfer in an irrigated packed bed had been laid shortly after industrial introduction of corrugated sheet structured packing made of wire gauze by SULZER in mid 1960s 6 . In early 1970s, Zogg 7, 8 published the results of his fluid-dynamics studies carried out with Sulzer BX wire gauze packing with different corrugation inclination angles, indicating that transition from laminar to turbulent flow regime occurs at much lower gas Reynolds numbers than is the case with fluid flow through straight tubes (Re G ≅ 2300). According to Zogg 7, 8 , the critical Reynolds number for packing with corrugation inclination angle of 60° with respect to horizontal axis (30° or X packing according to Sulzer nomenclature) is around 300, while that of BX packing with common 45° is around 200. Outgoing from interpretation of experiments that have generated these numbers, Duss 1 arrives at 250 as critical Reynolds number for all 45° packings, and 450 for all 60° packings. Note that, in the case of a 45° packing, the change in flow direction at transitions between subsequent packing layers is much sharper (90° vs 120°), and this induces occurrence of turbulence at a lower vapor velocity than is the case with a smoother transition, like in the case of X packings and advanced packing forms (Mellapa-kPlus and BXPlus) with smooth bends at both ends of corrugations. The aforementioned critical Reynolds numbers are generally valid for industrial scale column diameters, i.e., those where the ratio of column diameter and the hydraulic diameter of the packing considered is larger than 100 10 .
SULCOL pressure drop model
All macro geometry related effects are accounted for accordingly in pressure drop model available in Sulzer's software package SULCOL 9 by using adequate, experimentally validated values of the characteristic drag coefficient, in conjunction with a simple general equation describing the pressure drop per unit bed height 1,3 : where Dp (mbar) is pressure drop or loss, Dz (m) represents the packed bed height or depth, c f (-) is the characteristic drag coefficient, ρ G (kg m -3 ) is gas or vapor density, u Gs (m s -1 ) is superficial gas velocity, and F Gs (Pa 0.5 ) is gas or vapor load, often called the F-factor, based on superficial gas velocity: F Gs = u Gs ρ G 0.5 .
The hydraulic diameter of the V-shaped gas flow channel, d hG,V (m), corresponds with the length of the corrugation side, s (m):
where a p (m 2 m -3 ) is the specific geometric area of the packing.
Eq. (1) relates pressure drop to superficial gas velocity and the packed bed height, and the hydraulic diameter is that of dry packing. Under common operating conditions, the gas ascends through an irrigated packed bed along a flow path that is substantially longer than the bed height, and at an effective velocity that is significantly higher than the superficial gas velocity, in both cases to the extent depending on corrugation inclination angle. In other words, the pressure drop causing effects related to the effective gas velocity, actual gas flow path length and effective porosity, as well as all other form drag related losses are lumped together in the characteristic value of the packing type and size-dependent specific drag coefficient. The latter is available for each type and size of Sulzer structured packings in SULCOL data bank as a function of gas or vapor Reynolds number, Re Gs (-), based on superficial gas or vapor velocity, defined as
In general, Eq. (1) with adequate drag-coefficient values captures correctly pressure drop trends and generates reasonable pressure drop values, and holds generally for column diameters above 1 m. Useful information and hints how to evaluate and ascertain that SULCOL will be used appropriately in cases where gas densities are below 0.1 kg m -3 can be found in closing remarks of Duss paper 1 . A concise and consistent view on performance characteristics of structured packings and auxiliary equipment in general, including hydraulics, can be found in a book chapter written by Spiegel and Duss 10 . Table 1 shows relevant information concerning the hypothetical operating conditions base case used by Duss 1 to demonstrate usability of SULCOL pressure drop method in deep vacuum applications covering laminar, transient, and turbulent regions of gas or vapor flow. A typical fixed specific liquid load was chosen, as well as vapor and liquid viscosities. The chosen value of the vapor load or F-factor was constant, while densities and velocities of gas or vapor have been arranged accordingly to cover the whole range of operation, including deep vacuum distillation conditions. This was done in conjunction with two Sulzer high performance structured packings, well established in deep vacuum applications, i.e. BXPlus and MellapakPlus 252.Y 1 . To get a complete picture, the present study includes also two conventional counterparts of the latter, Mellapak 250.Y (45°) and Mellapak 250.X (60°, with respect to horizontal) 11 .
Base case and packings considered
Nominal specific geometric area of Mellapak-Plus 252.Y is ~ 250 m 2 m -3 , and the hydraulic diameter is 0.016 m, while the hydraulic diameter of the BXPlus packing with factor two larger specific geometric area is a half of that of MellapakPlus 252.Y (a p ~ 500 m 2 m -3 , d hG = 0.008 m). MellapakPlus 252.Y is the advanced version of conventional Mellapak 250.Y, with corrugations inclined by 45° and both ends of corrugations smoothly bent to the vertical. In addition, both ends of corrugations of the wire gauze BXPlus packing are bent to vertical, and the corrugation inclination angle of this packing as well as of its conventional counterpart BX is 60°.
SULCOL pressure drop estimates for the base case
The drag coefficients for Mellapak 250.Y, Mellapak 250.X, MellapakPlus 252.Y, and BXPlus for the conditions indicated in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of Reynolds number. All four curves exhibit similar trend, and tend to flatten with increasing Reynolds number, indicating a gradual transition from laminar to turbulent flow, but differ in absolute values to the extent depending on distinctive macro geometric features, i.e., corrugation inclination angle and hydraulic diameter. Since the Reynolds number depends on the hydraulic diameter of the packing, the drag coefficient curve of BX-Plus at the same operating conditions lies below that of the three Mellapak types with a specific geometric area of 250 m 2 m -3 . Therefore, it is shifted to the left accordingly, indicating a pronouncedly steeper increase with decreasing Re-number within laminar flow region.
Corresponding pressure drop curves are shown in Fig. 2 , indicating the same trend. Since the product of density and the square of the superficial gas velocity in Eq. (1) is constant, the pressure drop curve reflects that of the characteristic drag coefficient, exhibiting a decreasing pressure drop with increasing Reynolds number. Due to a factor 2 smaller hydraulic diameter, the position of BXPlus curve has changed with respect to that of the corresponding drag coefficient ( Fig. 1) .
One should note here that the trend of the pressure drop curves shown in Fig. 2 deviates from common pressure drop behavior, because the operating conditions used to create Fig. 2 were specifically adapted to keep the F-factor constant for all indicated points. Namely, in industrial applications, pressure drop is estimated for a number of relevant points along the column, most typically for top and bottom of the rectification and stripping sections. The operating conditions, including vapor and liquid throughputs, are fixed at these positions and a change in diameter (during design phase) will result Table 1 ), considered in this study 1, 11 in a change in pressure drop, because gas or vapor velocity will change accordingly. Experimental evaluation of the hydraulic performance of structured or random packings and trays for distillation purposes is usually carried out in columns with given diameter using air-water system at ambient conditions or established binary organic mixtures in conjunction with total reflux distillation tests. In the former case, experiments are usually carried out for a fixed liquid load, starting from lowest reasonable gas load to that causing hydraulic flood of the test column. In these tests, increasing gas throughput results in correspondingly increasing gas velocity and, consequently, increasing Reynolds number. A similar situation is with total reflux distillation tests, where with increasing vapor and liquid throughput, corresponding superficial gas and liquid velocities as well as gas or vapor phase Reynolds number increase accordingly. In other words, under common processing and equipment testing conditions, the pressure drop of structured packings tends to increase with increasing gas or vapor phase Reynolds number. However, the present case, using hypothetical operating conditions, where the vapor load (F-factor) is fixed and gas or vapor density and superficial velocity varied accordingly, allows indication of the behavior of pressure drop estimation method over the whole range of operating conditions, including the unexplored field of so-called deep vacuum applications, characterized by very low gas or vapor density, which assumes values well below 0.05 kg m -3 . The latter is a good indication of the upper limit for appearance of laminar flow under given processing conditions, while in common vacuum applications, vapor densities are usually above 0.1 kg m -3 , and in typical industrial and test situations, often above 1 kg m -3 , with Reynolds numbers above 1000, gas or vapor flow is turbulent.
A closer look at the laminar flow region in the graph shown in Fig. 2 , demonstrates the essence of the SULCOL empirical pressure drop model, which, for a packing with smaller hydraulic diameter and correspondingly smaller Reynolds number values, indicates a much stronger increase in pressure drop with decreasing Reynolds number compared to coarser packings. This is as expected, because, according to theoretical background, under laminar flow conditions, the pressure drop is proportional to the inverse of the square of the hydraulic diameter of the closed conduit (Δp ≈1/d hG 2 ), while under turbulent conditions, the hydraulic diameter effect is much less pronounced, i.e., Δp ≈1/d hG 1.25 . However, one should note that absolute values of the estimated specific pressure drop at Reynolds numbers below 500, going up to 3 mbar m -1 , are rather high, i.e., beyond those that could be tolerated in deep vacuum applications. This is a consequence of the choice of given constant value for vapor load, i.e., F-factor (F G = 2 Pa 0.5 ), which is approximately by a factor four larger than those encountered, for instance, in edible oil stripping operations. Namely, chosen very low values for gas or vapor densities are realistic, and the wrongdoer in this hypothetical case are too high superficial gas or vapor velocities needed to maintain the value of given F-factor constant.
On the other hand, if we consider the turbulent region, it appears that the pressure drop of BXPlus packing is lower than that of MP252.Y, a packing with factor 2 smaller specific geometric area, i.e., a factor 2 larger hydraulic diameter. This indicates that the pressure-drop reduction effect of corrugation inclination-angle increase from 45 to 60 degrees in the present case outweighs the pressure drop increasing effect of a factor 2 reduction in the hydraulic diameter. As expected, in case of the same corrugation inclination angle (BXPlus vs. M250.X), the pressure drop of packing with larger specific geometric area is higher.
A comparison of M250.Y and M250.X data indicates that the difference in estimated pressure drop is equal for both laminar and turbulent flow conditions, that of 45° packing being factor 1.62 (on average) larger over the whole range of vapor phase Reynolds number than that of 60° packing with the same specific geometric area. This may be considered as anomalous, because under turbulent flow conditions, in addition to the frictional losses, a substantial amount of pressure drop is created by form drag, i.e., flow direction change and related phenomena, which strongly depends on corrugation inclination angle. This means that above number, which reflects a situation under laminar flow conditions should be larger, i.e. factor 2 or more under turbulent flow conditions. Namely, if we assume that under laminar flow conditions the pressure drop is generated by friction only, then the given factor reflects the difference in the length of flow path and effective vapor velocity as imposed by the difference in corrugation inclination angle for the same bed height and operating conditions. Assuming that ascending vapor flows along V-shaped flow channel, the difference in flow path length corresponds with the ratio of sinuses of flow direction angles (sin45°/sin60° = 1.225). With both the effective flow path length and effective velocity larger by factor 1.225, the pressure drop in case of Y packing should be within laminar flow region factor 1.5 larger than that of X packing. Given value (1.62) is some 8 % larger, which could be expected due to certain contribution of friction of crossing vapor flows along a flow channel within a packing layer, and entrance effects at transitions between packing layers where flow direction change occurs. Upon entering the turbulent flow region, the ascending vapor, as mentioned previously, experiences direct losses due to flow direction change, which occurs at much sharper angle in case of Y packing (90°) than X packing (120°).
If we consider the relative performance of conventional (Mellapak 250.Y) and advanced (Mel-lapakPlus 252.Y) geometries, then it appears that the same packing with smooth bends on both ends of corrugations reduces the pressure drop from 7 to 10 % within laminar region, and this difference tends to increase with increasing Re number to about 20 % within turbulent flow region. Indeed, an increased reduction in pressure drop may be expected within turbulent flow region, because at transitions between packing layers, a sharp flow direction change is transformed into a smooth one. This also positively affects the transition from layer to layer under laminar flow conditions, but to a lesser extent than under turbulent flow conditions, and this is correctly reflected by SULCOL.
Summarizing, the practical strength of empirical pressure drop model employed within SULCOL lies in its simplicity, and the fact that the key parameter, the drag coefficient c f (-), can simply be back-calculated from measured pressure drop values using Eq. (1). The characteristic drag coefficient values are available in SULCOL for all types and sizes of Sulzer structured packings, and can only with approximation be applied to similar packings from other vendors.
Delft model extension
A more detailed and insight-providing approach is to make use of a generic type of predictive pressure drop model, i.e., a model that relies on basic corrugation dimensions of structured packings and is capable of estimating pressure drop without using a packing-specific empirical parameter. This is the main characteristic and added value of the so-called Delft model (DM), which includes a number of fundamentally sound, and, where needed, experimentally substantiated empirical expressions describing all relevant quantities and variables. It was introduced more than 20 years ago, and in the mass transfer part, it includes the laminar flow related correlation, while the corresponding friction factor, at that time considered practically irrelevant, was omitted 4 . However, this was not at the cost of model reliability, because, as shown later, other provisions built in the hydraulic part of the DM account for the steeper increase in pressure drop within laminar flow regime, but as observed during evaluation of a few proprietary experimental deep vacuum data (Re G < 100), this appeared to be insufficient.
The present paper provides an appropriate solution in this respect. By adopting a theoretically founded model for frictional pressure drop of structured packings under laminar gas flow conditions, the validity of DM has been extended to cover fully the range of most extreme operating conditions encountered under deep vacuum conditions in industrial practice. To avoid misunderstandings and erroneous use, the following section provides all relevant expressions, including laminar friction extension, with accompanying background descriptions.
In order to refresh the related basic knowledge, Fig. 3 shows a photograph of a packed bed consisting of five layers of a corrugated sheet structured packing. Each layer is rotated by 90° to the previous one. As illustrated in attached drawing, this arrangement forces pressure difference driven ascending gas or vapor to follow a zig-zag flow path, with a sudden change in flow direction at each transition between packing layers. This causes pressure loss, to the extent depending on flow regime and flow channel inclination angle. Each packing layer or element consists of a multiplicity of short, inclined V-shaped flow channels open on crossings with channels from neighboring corrugated sheet oriented in opposite direction. This basic flow channel structure is shown schematically in Fig. 4 , including a drawing of a V-shaped gas or vapor flow channel cross-section with all pertinent flow channel geometry and liquid film specific parameters indicated.
As indicated in the drawing, descending liquid driven by gravity tends to flow under a steeper angle than the corrugation inclination angle, and similar to ascending gas flow, its flow path length tends to decrease with increasing corrugation inclination angle. This means that the extent of gas-liquid interaction, i.e., friction at the interface (surface of the liquid film) also depends on the corrugation inclination angle. Furthermore, the packing and liquid holdup occupy a certain amount of packed bed volume, and reduce the cross-sectional area available for gas, forcing it to flow at an effective velocity that is considerably higher than the superficial one, i.e., that based on cross-sectional area of the empty column.
Basic assumptions and working equations of DM
The DM makes a distinction between preloading and loading flow regimes, with loading point as upper limit of preloading region and starting point of the loading region 12 . Within preloading region, the specific liquid load is uniformly distributed and complete wetting is assumed, implying a constant film thickness throughout an irrigated packed bed. Upon onset of loading, the liquid starts to build up firstly at transition of packings layers, and at higher gas or vapor loads, parts of descending liquids are blown up through the packing layer, chocking a large number of flow channels, which eventually leads to an inoperable situation, generally known as hydraulic flood.
Regarding the pressure drop behavior, within preloading region with gradually increasing vapor load, the pressure drop tends to increase monotonically, and upon onset of loading, the slope of pressure drop curve becomes much steeper. Therefore, in DM, a distinction is made between preloading and loading regions, and the pressure drop within loading region is expressed by a pressure drop enhancement factor, F load (-), accounting for pressure drop in excess to that corresponding to the preloading region, i.e.:
where Dp (Pa or mbar) is overall pressure drop, Dp preload (Pa or mbar) is preloading region pressure drop. Pressure drop enhancement factor depends to different extents on gas or vapor load, liquid load, packing porosity, hydraulic diameter of gas flow channel, and corrugation inclination angle, and is estimated using following empirical expression 12
where α DC ( o ) is flow direction change angle, u Ls (m s -1 ) is superficial liquid velocity, ε (-) is void fraction or porosity of dry packing, g (m s -2 ) is gravity acceleration, d hG (m) is hydraulic diameter of gas or vapor flow channel, and (F G /F G,lp ) is the ratio of operating and loading point gas or vapor loads. As long as the value of this ratio is below 1, the liquid holdup is independent of the gas flow rate, and an irrigated packed bed operates under preloading conditions. When the value of this ratio is 1, then the operating gas or vapor load reaches a critical value effecting inception of loading, i.e., initiation of buildup or accumulation of the liquid due to drag exhibited by ascending vapor. Beyond this flow-regime transition point, an irrigated bed operates under fluid-dynamically much more complex F i g . 3 -Photograph of a packed bed consisting of five layers of corrugated sheet structured packing Montz-pak B1-250, and a sketch illustrating basic flow channel structure forcing the pres sure-driven ascending gas or vapor to follow a zigzag flow path
F i g . 4 -Schematic illustration of gas or vapor flow channels formed between neighboring corrugated sheets with oppositely oriented corrugations, with a sketch illustrating basic dimensions of a V-shaped flow channel, where α ( o ) is corrugation inclination angle, β ( o ) is apex or fold angle, b (m) is corrugation base width (perpendicular to gas or vapor flow direction), h (m) corrugation height, s (m) corrugation side length, δ (m) liquid film thickness, δ m (m) thickness of metal used to make corrugated sheets, and h pe (m) height of a packing element or layer, while G and L indicate direction of pressure-driven ascending gas or vapor flow and gravity-driven descending liquid film flow
loading conditions, and to estimate related pressure drop, the calculation of pressure-drop enhancement factor in DM is activated. Note that in the case of conventional structured packings, the flow direction change angle is corrugation inclination angle (α DC = α). The characteristic loading point gas or vapor load, F G,lp (Pa 0.5 ), is estimated using a semi-empirical expression that was developed and validated in late 1990s using air/water and total reflux data available at that time in the data bank of Separations Research Program at the University of Texas at Austin 5,12 . For practical reasons, two slightly different expressions are used, one more suitable for fixed liquid load (L/G ≠ 1):
a r (6) and the other for total reflux (L/G =1) systems:
r a r (7) where ρ G (kg m -3 ) and ρ L (kg m -3 ) are densities of gas or vapor and the liquid, and α DC ( o ) is angle of gas or vapor flow direction change at the transitions between packing layers. Since in deep vacuum applications very low gas or vapor densities are encountered in conjunction with rather low specific liquid loads, the preloading hydrodynamic conditions prevail. Therefore, the above expressions enabling estimation of loading point and pressure drop enhancement within loading region 12 are of no relevance for considerations related to hypothetical base case mimicking the deep vacuum applications.
Preloading region pressure drop model
As mentioned previously, within preloading region, with the gas or vapor ascending in a zig-zag pattern through an irrigated packed bed consisting of a multiplicity of identical parallel and crossing V-flow channels with the walls covered by a thin liquid film flowing downwardly driven by gravity, there are three dominating sources or components of the total pressure drop, which are accounted for in working expression of Delft Model (DM) for preloading region:
where u Ge (m s -1 ) is the effective gas or vapor velocity, and ζ GL (-), ζ GG (-), ζ DC (-) are pressure loss coefficients representing major sources of pressure loss, i.e., those related to gas-liquid friction at the gas-liquid interface (GL), gas-gas interaction (GG), and to the sudden flow direction change (DC) at transitions between packing layers and at the column walls. One should note, however, that there are also some other, minor sources of pressure loss depending on corrugation inclination angle, which, being relatively small, have not been included explicitly in DM. Namely, due to inclined corrugations, the width of the corrugation base in horizontal plane, i.e., at interface of two packing layers, is larger than the base (perpendicular to axial flow direction) of the triangular or V-shaped flow channel, to the extent depending on corrugation inclination angle (b'=b/sina). In both cases, gas flow expansion and contraction are gradual and the related loss is relatively small. This occurs at transitions between packing layers and is accompanied by gas flow direction change and related entrance effects. These are reduced significantly in case of advanced versions of corrugated sheet structured packings having both ends, or only lower end of corrugations bent to vertical. Most importantly, the bends also make the transition of descending liquid from one layer to the next layer much smoother, and the vapor load at which loading or liquid build up (accumulation) sets on, is shifted to considerably higher values. In general, the gas flow direction change effect, as a manifestation of form drag, is strong under turbulent flow conditions. Although it can be considered practically negligible under laminar flow conditions, the velocity and axial flow path length variations and velocity profile distortion, as well as more pronounced entrance effects induce certain, relatively small amount of additional pressure loss.
Effective gas or vapor and liquid flow velocities
In an irrigated packed bed with the structure shown in Fig. 3 , the gas or vapor phase ascends and the liquid phase descends at a velocity that is significantly higher than the superficial velocity, i.e., that based on the cross-sectional area of an empty column.
Effective gas velocity is defined as
where u Gs (m s -1 ) is superficial gas or vapor velocity, ε (m 3 m -3 ) is porosity or void fraction of the dry packed bed, h L (m 3 m -3 ) is the liquid holdup, and α ( o ) is corrugation inclination angle with respect to hor-izontal. While the effective porosity of the irrigated packed bed accounts for the increase in gas velocity due to reduction of cross-sectional area available for gas flow, the gas flow channel inclination angle, α ( o ), dictates the extent of increase in velocity needed to maintain given mean, i.e., superficial gas velocity.
Similarly for the liquid,
where u Ls (m s -1 ) is superficial liquid velocity, and α L ( o ) is effective liquid flow angle which is always steeper than the corrugation inclination angle.
Assuming that only the gravity and corrugation shape and inclination affect the liquid flow, the effective liquid flow angle, a L (°), can be described by 4, 5, 7 :
where b (m) and h (m) represent corrugation base length and corrugation height, respectively. According to Eq. (11), for corrugated sheet structured packings with corrugation inclination angle of 45°, the liquid driven by gravity will flow under an angle of 54 o , while for a 60° packing, the effective liquid flow angle will be 67 o . The ratio (b/2h) indicates the effect of fold or apex angle, which is usually around 90° (e.g.: b = 2h). Exception in this respect is corrugated sheet structured packing made of wire gauze, with an apex or fold angle close to 80°. Apex or fold angle (β in Fig. 4 ) can be determined easily from 7 :
The porosity, i.e., void fraction of a dry structured packing bed depends on the thickness of the sheet, δ m (m), and specific geometric area of the packing a p , (m 2 m -3 ), and can easily be determined from:
Nowadays, the common sheet thickness used to manufacture Mellapak and similar packings of other vendors is 0.1 mm, while the average thickness of a corrugated sheet made of wire gauze is around 0.35 mm.
The liquid holdup, h L (m 3 m -3 ), is defined, assuming ideal liquid distribution, i.e., constant liquid film thickness, as a product of the liquid film thickness, δ (m), and the specific geometric area of the packing, a p (m 2 m -3 ) 4 :
This simple basic expression appeared to hold well in practice, in conjunction with well-known Nusselt falling film thickness expression adapted for inclined walls 4,5 :
where g (m s -2 ) is gravity acceleration, µ L (Pa s) is the liquid dynamic viscosity, u Ls (m s -1 ) is superficial liquid velocity, and a L (°) is the effective angle of the liquid film flow.
Gas-liquid and gas-gas friction losses
Basic assumption of Delft Model is that the characteristic gas flow channel has a form of an isosceles triangle with (corrugation) sides covered by flowing thin liquid film, while the open side overlaps with open side of the gas flow channel from neighboring corrugated sheet oriented in opposite direction. The open sides of crossing gas flow channels form a rectangular or a diamond-like plane, where crossing gas streams exhibit shear on each other. Relying on this fact, the necessary condition is fulfilled that allows the "open" side of V-shaped flow channel to be considered as a closed one, which implies that cross-sectional area of the gas or vapor flow channel is that of an isosceles triangle.
The total energy loss due to frictional shear is composed of gas-liquid and gas-gas interaction contributions:
where φ (-) is the fraction of the perimeter of triangular flow channel covered by liquid film, ξ GL (-) is gas-liquid friction factor, ξ GG (-) is gas-gas friction factor, d hG,Δ (m) is hydraulic diameter of the triangular gas flow channel, l G (m) is gas or vapor flow path length. The latter (l G = h pb /sinα) depends on packed bed height or depth, h pb (m), and corrugation inclination angle, α ( o ). Assuming that gas or vapor flow path will be equal to the total length of inclined flow channels, the latter will be factor 1.225 larger for a conventional packing with corrugation inclination angle of 45° than that of a packing with corrugation inclination angle of 60° with respect to horizontal. The fraction of the triangular flow channel perimeter covered by liquid film, φ (-) is:
where s (m) is the length of corrugation side, and b (-) is the width of the corrugation base (see Fig. 4 ).
In the Delft Model, as mentioned previously, the hydraulic diameter is based on a (closed) triangular channel. For a dry triangular channel:
where A (m 2 ) is cross-sectional area, and P (m) is wetted perimeter of gas or vapor flow channel. Namely, rigorously speaking, the so-called wetted perimeter includes all surfaces acted upon by the shear stress 13, 14 , and this, as recognized long ago by Zogg 7 , also occurs at the crossings of gas flow channels oriented in opposite direction to the extent depending on corrugations inclination angle. One should note that, in deep vacuum applications, the specific liquid load is rather low, and the corresponding value of film thickness is so small that it can be considered negligible. However, in a theoretically founded approach, all relevant parameters need to be included accordingly. Assuming uniform liquid distribution, i.e., constant film thickness, following expression 4,5 describes hydraulic diameter of a wetted triangular flow channel:
This definition of hydraulic diameter of an irrigated triangular gas flow channel has been adopted and used with confidence from first publication on DM in 1997 4 . Namely, in practically all applications considered, particularly those concerning design point conditions, gas or vapor ascended through an irrigated bed under turbulent flow conditions. Moreover, practical experiences with various noncircular ducts have confirmed that hydraulic diameter formulation approach, as generally adopted in practice (d h = 4A/P), is surprisingly accurate, within ± 15 %, for turbulent flow 13 .
However, this hydraulic diameter approximation is considered by fluid dynamics theoreticians as relatively crude in laminar flow (± 40 %) 13 . For-tunately, for a number of noncircular ducts of commercial interest, including an isosceles triangle, laminar friction constants have been derived analytically, and these ensure best achievable accuracy.
Gas-liquid friction factor
In original DM, only the turbulent flow friction factor was considered 4, 5 . Presently, extended version also includes laminar flow region friction, and overall gas-liquid friction factor is expressed as geometric mean of individual, laminar and turbulent flow friction factors: 
where ξ GL,t (-) is the turbulent gas or vapor flow friction factor, with the relative roughness represented by the ratio of film thickness, δ (m), and the hydraulic diameter of closed triangular gas flow channel, d hG,Δ (m), and ξ GL,l (-) is the laminar gas flow friction factor. The given laminar friction constant value of 52.7 is an average value covering the range of interest, expressed in terms of apex (fold) angle, ranging from 53.0 at low end (75°) to 52.3 at high end (95°), as taken from a table covering whole apex angle range (0 to 180°) 13 . Both turbulent and laminar friction factors are expressed as a function of Reynolds number based on relative gas velocity:
where u Ge (m s -1 ) and u Le (m s -1 ) are the effective velocities of the gas and liquid, as defined by Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively.
Gas-gas friction factor
Experiments carried out with air-water and under total reflux with first generation of corrugated sheet structured packings, have indicated that the gas-gas interaction related pressure drop is so strongly affected by corrugation inclination angle that effects of gas and liquid loads can be neglected. Therefore, in DM, a simple empirical correlation was adopted 4 .
( )
It is based on experiments carried at that time with imperforated Montz B1 type packings with corrugation inclination angles of 45° and 60°, and reflects observed difference in pressure drop that over the whole range of operating conditions was approximately factor 3 12 . Note that, in the case of imperforated corrugated sheets, there is no possibility for ascending gas than to follow the V-shaped channels, while in case of perforated packings with common 45°, the gas can ascend under an effective angle larger than 45°, to the extent depending on the form and void fraction of perforations.
Gas flow-direction change losses
Gas flow ascending through a dry or irrigated bed experiences pressure losses due to flow direction change that occurs at transitions between packing layers (bulk), as well as additional pressure loss due to change in flow direction for all channels ending at column walls. Relative magnitude of bulk and wall zone contributions depends on column diameter, packing element height, and corrugation inclination angle. A detailed elaboration on this component of pressure drop can be found in a paper addressing experimental characterization and modelling of column diameter effect 15 .
The characteristic pressure loss coefficient is defined as: 
According to this analytically derived expression, the fraction of flow channels ending at column walls becomes 1 for a 45° corrugation inclination angle when the internal column diameter is equal to packing element height, which is approximately 0.2 m for corrugated sheet metal structured packings manufactured in Europe. In case of the same packing but a steeper corrugation inclination angle, i.e., 60° with respect to horizontal, the wall zone is narrower, i.e., the fraction of flow channels ending at column walls becomes 1 at a column diameter of 0.15 m. These values set the lower limit of the validity of Eq. (26) with respect to column diameter.
For bulk flow, the dominating effect is due to angle of change in flow direction at the transition between packing elements or layers, Contribution of wall zone expression depends on the fraction of flow channels ending at column walls, and this, according to Eq. (26), tends to decrease with increasing column diameter.
With this, all working expressions of the DM have been reviewed and explained in detail where needed. The specific pressure drop, i.e., the pressure drop per unit bed height, can simply be obtained by dividing the value estimated by Eq. (4) or Eq. (8) by the bed height:
Division by 100 delivers estimated pressure drop in mbar m -1 , which is a more convenient unit.
Since experimental data for deep vacuum applications (vapor densities below 0.05 kg m -3 ) are not available in public domain, the extended DM will be validated using SULCOL predictions as a reference.
DM validation
To demonstrate reliability and predictive accuracy of extended DM, using SULCOL predictions for given Mellapaks and BX packings as reference, the nominal specific geometric areas of these packings have been used to determine characteristic dimensions of corrugation base length, corrugation side length, and corrugation height, assuming that the apex or fold angle for Mellapak packings is 90°, while that for BXPlus is 79 o . The characteristic numbers are given for generic counterparts of these packings denoted M250.45, MP250.45, M250.60, and BXP in Table 2 . Note that actual dimensions of Mellapaks and BXPlus may differ from given numbers, but not significantly. Although different to a lesser extent, packing element heights are taken uniform, as well as porosity for Mellapaks, and the numbers concerning BXPlus also do not differ significantly from the actual ones. Note that all these parameters are required, i.e., taken explicitly into account in DM.
To avoid misunderstandings, the SULCOL predictions are related to Mellapak 250.Y, Mellapak-Plus 252.Y, Mellapak 250.X, and BXPlus as contained in SULCOL database, while DM predictions are related to generic counterparts of these packings denoted in what follows as M250.45, MP250.45, M250.60, and BXP.
Before making any comparisons, it should be noted that validity of drag coefficients and SUL-COL pressure drop model predictions is generally set to column diameters from 1 m onward. Spiegel and Duss 10 mention that, in SULCOL, the column diameter effect is accounted for by a correction. Be-ing proprietary, this information, however, is not readily available to public domain.
DM accounts for diameter effect by the complex empirical expression, i.e., Eq. (25), including Eqs. (26), (27), and (29), developed and validated using experimental pressure drop data obtained with air/water at ambient conditions using columns with internal diameters from 0.2 m to 1.4 m, indicating that observed column diameter effect is evident and needs to be accounted for properly in columns with diameters below 1 m 15 . However, when applied to the hypothetical case reflecting deep vacuum operation conditions considered in present work, DM exhibited some peculiar behavior indicating a much stronger column diameter effect than anticipated within the range of low Reynolds numbers (Re G < 1000). This is illustrated, using M250.45 as an example of most conventional structured packing geometry, in a graph shown in Fig. 5 for original model (no laminar friction included). Indeed, as shown in Fig. 5 , the effect is rather strong within laminar flow region, and with increasing Re number tends to diminish and fades away at a diameter of 4 m. For this reason, i.e., to have the same basis for comparison with SULCOL results, DM verification calculations have been performed for a column with a diameter of 4 m. Such a strong column diameter effect within laminar region, which, as shown later, is further enlarged by inclusion of laminar friction expression, could be considered as a kind of anomalous behavior, due to the reasons mentioned previously, i.e., an excessive gas or vapor velocity, which exceeds largely those encountered at same gas or vapor densities in deep vacuum applications. As mentioned previously, industrial columns in such applications operate at F-factors that are factor four lower than that employed in present hypothetical base case. The "wrongdoer" in this case of particular hypothetical operating conditions is the empirical expression on the left hand side of Eq. 29, including rather small values of Reynolds number in the denumerator (Re G < 100) that delivers unrealistically high values of the correction factor for the wall zone effect, ξ wall (-). Namely, in database used to validate original DM, there were experimental data for air/water and some well-established organic test mixtures available that cover common applications of structured packings where turbulent vapor flow conditions prevail. In all these applications, gas or vapor Reynolds numbers were above 1000, and the extent of increase in pressure drop with decreasing column diameter was experimentally validated 15 . An evaluation of most recent experimental evidence, considered further in this paper, has confirmed that observed strongly exaggerated diameter effect is an artefact of the hypothetical base case, i.e., of no practical relevance.
To understand properly the extent of change introduced into DM by incorporating a theoretically founded expression for laminar friction, i.e., Eq. 22, Fig. 6 shows comparison of total and individual pressure loss coefficients for original (DM-old) and extended (DM-new) Delft model. Note that, in the case of original model, the contribution of gas-liquid friction ("GL") at lowest Reynolds numbers is lower than that of gas-gas interaction or friction ("GG") and flow direction change ("DC"). While under laminar flow conditions, gas-gas friction plays a significant role 7 , there is no form drag, and consequently the direction change losses do not exist as such, but flow direction change under laminar flow conditions, as mentioned previously, induces some other minor losses.
However, with a constant gas-gas friction coefficient and an appropriate trend in curves representing direction change and gas-liquid friction losses, the total ("TOT") pressure loss coefficient exhibits expected trend capturing properly laminar and turbulent flow region related behavior. Namely, the trend is similar to that of the SULCOL pressure-drop model drag coefficient, represented by a curve shown as dashed line in Fig. 6 . However, the increase in characteristic values is pronouncedly steeper within laminar region than is the case with the curve obtained by original Delft model (DMold).
The insufficiency of original DM in this respect is mended by including the laminar friction into the model. The triangles connected by solid line show the trend and absolute value of gas-liquid friction coefficient, which start to diverge from original curve at Reynolds number value of 1000, and exhibit much steeper increase than the original one with decreasing Reynolds number. With this, the laminar friction becomes dominating source of pressure loss within laminar flow region, and this is reflected also in the curve representing total pressure loss coefficient. Differences in characteristic values indicate the extent of expected increase in predicted pressure drop within laminar flow region, which is largest at lowest Reynolds number value (70 %) and tends to decrease steadily, becoming negligible within transition region, and diminishing fully upon entering the turbulent region.
Regarding the fact that the trend of the new line is the same as that of drag coefficient line of SULCOL, we may consider extended DM as properly validated qualitatively. This was the case with all other packings considered, and, as shown in Fig.  7 , the predicted pressure drop curves exhibit same trend as those estimated using SULCOL (see Fig.  2 ). Note that pressure drop is shown as a function of gas or vapor Reynolds number, which differs depending on the type and size of the packing, i.e., hydraulic diameter of gas flow channel. In the case of DM, the characteristic Reynolds numbers are equal for M250.Y and MP252.Y, somewhat lower for M250.X due to a reduced effective gas velocity, and lowest for BXPlus, because of a factor 2 lower value of hydraulic diameter. In the case of SUL-COL, the corresponding Reynolds numbers are somewhat larger, due to larger hydraulic diameters employed. They are equal for M250.Y, M250.X, and M252.Y, because hydraulic diameters are equal and superficial velocity is used in definition of characteristic Reynolds number. Due to the differences in the values of hydraulic diameter, there is a certain shift in characteristic Reynolds number Indeed, qualitatively, the predictions of extended DM agree perfectly with SULCOL; however, quantitatively, there are some pronounced discrepancies. If we consider the spread of four curves, the width of the band within turbulent flow region, reflecting the corrugation inclination angle effect, is considerably larger according to DM than SUL-COL. This, as well as other quantitative aspects of extended DM (DM-new) using SULCOL results for Mellapak 250.Y, Mellapak 250.X, MellapakPlus 252.Y, and BXPlus as reference, are discussed in detail in following section.
Results and discussion
Hypothetical base case results MellapakPlus 252.Y (MP250.45) has the same specific geometric area and corrugation inclination angle as Mellapak 250.Y (M250.Y), and its characteristic feature is a short bend at lower and upper end of corrugations. Fig. 2 indicates that, according to SULCOL, the reduction of pressure drop with respect to conventional counterpart ranges from 7 % in laminar-to 19 % in turbulent region, making proper distinction with respect to magnitude of flow regime-related gas-flow direction change contribution.
Comparison of SULCOL curve with those predicted using original and extended DM is shown in Fig. 9 . It is amazing to see that the original DM (DM-old) matches nearly perfectly with SULCOL. Extended DM (DM-new) generates much higher pressure drop within laminar region, and at lowest Reynolds number the deviation with respect to SULCOL and DM-old is approximately 75 %, which, however, diminishes fast with increasing Reynolds number, and fades away fully upon reaching turbulent flow region. However, one should mention here that, in addition to proper flow-direction change angle, in the present case, the contribution of gas-gas friction has also been reduced by 20 %. Dotted line represents pressure drop values obtained in case of extended DM without this correction, indicating that, without the gas-gas friction reduction, the pressure drop would be significantly higher, and the discrepancy within laminar (~5 %) and turbulent (~15 %) regions would be somewhat higher. Similar to SULCOL, for this packing, extended DM predicts a smaller pressure drop difference within laminar flow region (9 %) that grows up to 30 % in turbulent region, compared to conventional M250.Y packing. The latter is for largest part due to reduction in pressure drop imposed by a 20 % reduction in contribution of gas-gas interaction. Now, the question is whether such a simple intervention (multiplying Eq. 20 by an appropriate factor) is justified in this case. The reply is yes, because the smooth bend at lower end of corrugations eliminates the first two to three crossings of neighboring flow channels, and these are in case of conventional 45° packings responsible for most intensive interaction of crossing gas flow streams. In that case, the neighboring flow channels are oriented perpendicular to each other, and at the plane where two gas flows come into contact with each other under the same angle, they exhibit a strong shear stress on each other. This affects both flows and by superimposing motion perpendicular to axial flow direction, both flows start to transform from axial into a swirling motion. Therefore, at each next crossing plane, the impact angle decreases as well as the amount of shear stress, so that the amount of shear stress and related pressure drop tend to decrease progressively from a maximum at the bottom to a minimum at the top of a flow channel.
In other words, by a delayed start of gas-gas interaction in a packing with smooth bends, total contribution of this pressure loss component reduces to a certain extent. In the present, 45° (worst) case, this has been taken to be 20 %, but this is an arbitrary choice, and someone may consider another percentage more appropriate or better fitting own situation. Such a correction may appear unnecessary in the case of packings with specific geometric areas of 500 m 2 m -3 or more, because of much larger channel length to hydraulic diameter ratio than in the case of common size packings. In any case, 60° packings with smooth bends on both, like BXPlus, or only lower end of corrugations, like Montz A3-500M, will not be affected significantly in this respect. Therefore, in the case of BXP packing, the GG interaction reduction correction was not utilized.
As illustrated in Fig. 10 , in the case of the common size packing with a much steeper corrugation inclination angle (M250.60), the original DM approaches closely SULCOL values within laminar region. Here, the overprediction at lowest Reynolds number of extended DM is even larger, but it reduces strongly and in transient region the two methods overlap. However, within turbulent region, the underprediction tends to increase, reaching some 70 % on high end of Reynolds numbers.
Indeed, as demonstrated in Fig. 10 , SULCOL and DM differ strongly with respect to the effect of corrugation or gas flow channel inclination angle. As mentioned previously, the 45° and 60° values differ in the case of SULCOL by a factor 1.62 over the whole range of Reynolds numbers, including both laminar and turbulent flow regions. This, as mentioned previously, is questionable, because within turbulent region, the form drag, particularly that due to sudden direction change at each transition between packing layers, generates a substantial amount of pressure drop in addition to frictional one. This physically more sound picture is reflected by predictions of DM, and in given case, the difference in pressure drop between packings with corrugation inclination angles of 45° and 60° is lower in laminar region (factor 1.45) than within turbulent region (up to factor 3.5). The latter was based on air/water experiments and cyclohexane/n-heptane total reflux experiments carried out with imperforated Montz B1-250 and B1-250.60 packings 5, 12 . Experiments utilizing perforated packings have indicated a less pronounced corrugation inclination angle effect (up to factor 2.5). This reduction was attributed to the fact that in the case of perforated packings with common 45°, the gas can partly use the perforations and ascend under an effective angle larger than 45°, while in the case of imperforated packings, ascending gas or vapor is forced to flow strictly along the V-shaped flow channel.
While the extent of pressure drop overprediction in the case of conventional perforated corrugated sheet structured packings with corrugation inclination angle of 45° (M250.Y) can be considered comfortable (it is on safe side and the amount is within common safety margins), the demonstrated underprediction in the case of 60° packing (M250.X) is too strong to be considered acceptable. This is a point of concern, but in the present case, the observed discrepancy is with respect to values estimated by SULCOL, which suggests that the corrugation inclination angle effect is half of that which has been established in aforementioned experiments with imperforated and perforated Montz packings.
Interestingly, in the case of another 60° packing considered in present study, i.e., BXP (see Fig. 11 ), the underprediction of DM is much less pronounced, up to 33 % at largest Reynolds number. The overprediction on lowest Reynolds number is around 35 % and diminishes strongly, and within laminar and transient range the curves nearly overlap, indicating a very good agreement between extended DM and SULCOL for this type of structured packing. Note that in this case, the original DM was insufficient, and by incorporating the laminar friction term, the pressure drop estimates have been brought to the level attainable by SULCOL.
For practitioners, it may appear worrying that at lowest Reynolds number considered here, the ex-tended DM exceeds SULCOL and generates a pressure drop well above 3 mbar m -1 for BXP packing. However, as mentioned previously, this is an anomaly of no practical consequence, related to the choice of fixed value of F-factor (F G = 2 Pa 0.5 ) for this hypothetical operating conditions base case. To keep pressure drop within tolerable limits, the diameters of industrial columns for deep vacuum applications are chosen to be large enough to reduce superficial gas or vapor velocity accordingly. Such columns usually operate at F-factors of around 0.5 Pa 0.5 . Owing to their favorable wetting characteristics at lowest specific liquid loads that facilitate achieving highest separation efficiency at lowest pressure drop, conventional as well as advanced forms of wire gauze corrugated sheet structured packings are a natural candidate for deep vacuum distillation. This has been proven in numerous industrial applications. What is still missing, to enable proper validation of theoretically founded predictive models for these purposes, is availability of adequate experimental evidence in public domain.
Large-scale total reflux tests data
Unfortunately, there is no experimental evidence available in public domain on performance of structured packings in deep vacuum applications where laminar flow prevails, such as, steam stripping of edible oils. Nevertheless, there is some scarce experimental evidence available in open literature that could be revealing in this respect to a limited extent. Namely, lowest vapor loads employed in total reflux distillation tests, carried out at Bayer TS with Montz A3-500 and A3-500M wire gauze corrugated sheet structured packings 16 , provide experimental evidence on performance of conventional and advanced geometries under same operating conditions, including a few points where, according to characteristic Reynolds number, the ascending vapor flow ought to be laminar. These data were used to validate original Delft Model, and, most interestingly, shed some light on the effect of smooth bend in the bottom of corrugations on pressure drop within laminar and turbulent flow regions. Fig. 12 shows preloading region pressure drop as a function of vapor load, as determined for A3-500M, an advanced wire gauze packing with a long smooth bend in bottom part of corrugations (a Montz equivalent of Sulzer BXPlus), and its conventional counterpart A3-500 in total reflux distillation experiments carried out at BTS using a column with internal diameter of 0.59 m and chlorobenzene-ethylbenzene as test system at 0.1 bar 16 . Within the laminar region (Re Gs < 400, i.e. F Gs < 0.75 Pa 0.5 ), the pressure drop curves overlap, and in transient region, a divergent trend sets up that tends to case the corrugation inclination angle is rather steep (60°), the extent of reduction in pressure drop as observed with A3-500M within turbulent region is quite impressive. However, a part of it can be attri buted to somewhat lower specific geometric area (478 m 2 m -3 ) compared to that of A3-500 (490 m 2 m -3 ) 16 .
It is interesting to mention here that, in these low specific liquid load cases, no visible capacity gain was observed; however, if one takes a fixed pressure drop as design criterion, then a column of the same diameter, equipped with A3-500M, can be operated at 10 % higher vapor throughput.
As illustrated in Fig. 12 , original DM reproduces very closely the observed trends, but predicted pressure drop values within preloading region are on the low side, practically speaking, too optimistic.
In Fig. 13 , predictions of original (DM-old) and extended DM (DM-new) for A3-500M, and those obtained by SULCOL for BXPlus, are compared with experimental pressure drop curve for A3-500M. This graph is of particular importance, because it demonstrates that incorporation of laminar friction enhances predicted pressure drop at lowest Reynolds numbers significantly with respect to that obtained using original model (dotted lines). However, the predicted values are still well below experimental ones, obtained using a test column with an internal diameter of 0.59 m. This indicates that a very strong column diameter effect exhibited in the hypothetical case (see Fig. 5 ) within laminar region appears to be unrealistic, i.e., of no consequence for performance of DM in common applications.
Interestingly, the curve obtained using original DM, which follows the trend of the measured curve, overlaps within preloading region with that predicted by SULCOL for BXPlus packing. This is not a coincidence, as shown later, and may be considered as quite convincing proof that incorporation of laminar friction has resulted in a physically sound amount of pressure drop enhancement within laminar flow region, leading to improvement in overall pressure drop estimation performance of DM within preloading region.
Unfortunately, comparison of predicted and experimental pressure drop curves shown in Fig. 13 , indicates a worrying degree of underprediction of loading point. Therefore, the pressure drop enhancement expression in DM (Eq. 5) accounting for observed, much steeper increase in pressure drop with increasing vapor load within loading region, is activated at a too low vapor load, which leads to a strong overpediction of pressure drop within loading region. To indicate the extent of enhancement in pressure drop with increasing vapor load within loading region, the preloading curve for original DM extends into loading region. This curve follows that of SULCOL valid for BXPlus until the point of departure in pressure drop according to SULCOL, which is more realistic than that predicted by DM.
Most importantly, the trends in predicted pressure drop by original and extended DM for both preloading and loading regions are correct, and with a properly predicted loading point, the deviation in predicted pressure drop within loading region would be similar to that of SULCOL on lower side but within the acceptable limits. As demonstrated in small graph inserted into main graph in Fig. 13 , using another single correction factor, for underpredicted pressure drop within preloading region, would ensure a perfect match between predicted and measured pressure drop curves.
Impressions gained from the comparisons shown in Fig. 13 , have been strengthened upon validation of extended DM using experimental evidence on A3-500M performance, obtained most recently in Fractionation Research Inc. (FRI) total reflux distillation tests carried out with p-xylene/o-xylene system at absolute pressures of 0.1 bar and 0.02 bar in a column with internal diameter of 1.22 m 17 . As illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 , inclusion of laminar fraction term has increased the estimated pressure drop within preloading region significantly with respect to original method; however, the predicted values are still well below the measured ones.
In these cases, a nearly perfect match is obtained between extended DM and SULCOL within preloading region, and, regrettably, DM exhibited an even larger extent of underprediction of loading point compared to that experienced in BTS test. SULCOL provided correct estimates for loading point, and a tendency to approach the measured pressure drop within loading region from lower side. Again, utilizing correct value for loading point, the pressure drop curve predicted by extended DM would be similar to that of SULCOL, and similar to the situation shown in Fig. 13 , only one additional correction factor for preloading region pressure drop is required to obtain nearly perfect match over the whole range of vapor loads. This is demonstrated in small graphs inserted in main graphs shown in Figs. 14 and 15 , respectively.
The comparison of predicted and measured pressure drops shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15 , indicates that existing empirical correlations are incapable of identifying properly the loading point of structured packings with a smooth bend on lower part of corrugations. Another point of concern is related largely to underprediction of preloading region pressure drop of packings with corrugation inclination angle of 60°. Simple empirical correlation accounting for corrugation inclination angle ef- fect on gas-gas interaction at the open interface of crossing gas flow channels appears to be inadequate for packings with steep corrugation inclination angle. A simple check, i.e., reduction of exponent of Eq. 24 by one third, has indicated that, in all cases considered here, the resulting increase in contribution of gas-gas interaction would bring predicted preloading pressure drop at the level of the measured one. However, this is not a solution, because utilizing the same exponent for 45° packings would force gas-gas interaction contribution to rise beyond that considered sound. To arrive at proper solutions in this respect, empirical correlations used in DM for establishing the loading point and the extent of corrugation inclination angle effect need to be thoroughly reevaluated and improved.
Regarding usability, one should mention that corrugation inclination angles of 45° and 60° considered in present study are a manufacturing standard. However, other angles can be considered if there is a need to balance properly the efficiency, pressure drop, and capacity of a packing for a specific application. Corrugation inclination angles as low as 40° have been commercialized, and an intermediate angle found most favorable for structured packings used in air distilling applications 18 . In addition, there are corrugated sheet structured packings around utilizing two different angles within the height of a packing layer 19 . Note that DM is the only predictive model capable of providing a reliable estimate of pressure drop in such cases, based on form, dimensions, and the inclination angle(s) of gas or vapor flow channel. On higher end, the natural limit is the vertical line, i.e., an angle of 90°, when a corrugated sheet structured packing transforms into a falling film device. DM accounts for this, i.e., the flow direction change and gas-gas interaction contributions drop to zero, and the total pressure drop is equal to frictional pressure drop. Indeed, DM is highly versatile and can easily be adapted or extended to include variations in characteristic geometric features of corrugated sheet structured packings.
Conclusions
Delft model has been extended in a physically sound way to cover the range of lowest vapor and liquid loads, where gas or vapor ascends through an irrigated structured packing bed under laminar flow conditions.
In absence of any experimental data in public domain, a hypothetical base case reflecting closely the deep vacuum distillation conditions, served as basis for validation of extended DM using a well-established empirical pressure drop model available in SULCOL software package as reference.
Four well-known and widely utilized Sulzer corrugated sheet structured packings have been chosen to demonstrate effects of variations in specific geometric area and the corrugation angle, as well as of smooth bends at both ends of corrugations, as encountered in case of high performance versions of conventional corrugated sheet structured packings.
By incorporating a theoretically based formulation of laminar flow friction factor, the predictions of DM approach closely those of SULCOL, both qualitatively and quantitatively in laminar and flow regime transition regions. Trends are also identical within turbulent region; however, discrepancy between two models is more pronounced. DM tends to overpredict the pressure drop in case of 45° packings to an acceptable (safety margin) extent, while the extent of underprediction in case of 60° packings appears to be beyond tolerable limits.
Validation of extended DM using results of large-scale total reflux tests carried out at absolute top pressures of 0.02 and 0.1 bar with Montz A3-500M packing, including few points in laminar flow regime, has indicated a certain extent of underprediction of pressure drop within preloading region, reflecting that observed during hypothetical case evaluations for packings with steep corrugation inclination angle. This confirms the impression that gas-gas interaction related losses in case of 60° packings must be significantly larger than anticipated.
Another point of concern is a pronounced underprediction of loading point for this packing, i.e., wire gauze corrugated sheet structured packings with a smooth bend at the lower end of corrugations, resulting in large overprediction of pressure drop within loading region. With this in mind, the appropriateness of empirical correlations accounting for loading point identification and gas-gas interaction developed in the time before introduction of advanced packings with bends at lower and upper ends of corrugations, will be addressed soon.
Regarding the fact that SULCOL predictions for BXPlus packing match very well with extended DM predictions for A3-500M within preloading region, and reflect both the trend of measured pressure drop within loading region, this evidence confirms reliability of SULCOL as predictive model, and justifies its choice as reference in absence of experimental data in public domain adequate for DM model validation. r L -density of liquid, kg m -3 s -surface tension, N m -1 ζ DC -overall coefficient for direction change losses, ζ GG -overall coefficient for gas-gas friction losses, ζ GL -overall coefficient for gas-liquid friction losses,ξ TOT -(ζ GL +ζ GG +ζ DC ) total pressure loss coefficient, ξ bulk -direction change factor for bulk zone,ξ GG -gas-gas friction factor,ξ GL -gas-liquid friction factor,ξ wall -direction change factor for wall zone, -Y -fraction of gas flow channels ending at column walls, - 
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